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Mastery Approaches to Maths:
Collaborative Research and Development

• Pete Boyd & Andy Ash (2018) Teachers framing exploratory learning. TEAN Journal. 
https://ojs.cumbria.ac.uk/index.php/TEAN/article/view/442

• Online open access CPD resource. http://insight.cumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/3286/

• Pete Boyd & Andy Ash (2018 in progress) Mastery Mathematics: Changing teacher 
beliefs around in-class grouping and mindset. Teaching and Teacher Education Journal.

https://ojs.cumbria.ac.uk/index.php/TEAN/article/view/442
http://insight.cumbria.ac.uk/id/eprint/3286/




• Whole class approach
• Fewer topics and more time on each
• Exploring contextualised problems
• Dialogue rich classrooms
• Use of concrete materials / manipulatives
• Mathematical variation
• Teachers believe that virtually all children 

can and will learn and succeed in maths



Basil Bernstein (2000)  Stephen Puttick (2015)

Distributive rules  
Recontextualising rules

Evaluative rules



Activity Theory
Yrjo Engestrom (1987) 
Expansive Learning at 
Work: toward an activity 
theoretical 
reconceptualization. 
Journal of Education and 
Work 14 (1): 133-155.

Text Book 
Scheme

Teacher Pupil
Learning Maths

Artefact or tool



How is involvement in the mastery 
maths project influencing teachers’ 
orientation towards maths and their 
expectations for children?

How does the textbook scheme 
mediate the classroom learning 
environment and strategies 
developed by the teachers?

Close to practice research aiming to co-create 
socially and contextually robust knowledge



Methodology

1. Stimulated recall teacher interviews x7
2. Focus group: collaborative analysis
3. Focus group: textbook in a recent lesson
4. Focus group: fractions in the textbooks
5. Textbook analysis: horizontal, vertical and contextual*
6. Thematic analysis: lesson observations and teacher 

interviews

*Charalambous, C. Y., Delaney, S., Hsu, H. and Mesa, V. (2010) A Comparative Analysis of 
the Addition and Subtraction of Fractions in Textbooks from Three Countries, 
Mathematical Thinking and Learning, 12: 2, 117 — 151.



Findings from the second phase of the 
R&D project - textbooks
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Textbook Analysis: Horizontal
• The textbooks consist of topics (units) broken 

down into individual lessons…reflecting a 
mastery approach of promoting in-depth 
learning before moving on to new material

• Each lesson includes an ‘anchor problem’ –
these are often open ended

• Each lesson includes worked examples and 
intelligent practice, including variation

• There are also ‘revision’ sections, challenging 
‘mind workouts’ at various points – often at 
the end of units



Textbook Analysis: Horizontal
• The textbook emphasises the ‘children’ who 

are characters in the book… children in the 
class soon know their names…

• So after exploring a problem and sharing 
different methods - the class teacher might 
say ‘let’s see what methods the children (in 
the book) came up with? Are the same or 
different from ours?

• The textbook scheme does not position the 
book as providing the one and only ‘correct 
solution’



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
The majority of text book problems in 
‘fractions’ focus on teaching procedures 
with connections which promote the 
development of  conceptual understanding 
(as opposed to problems without 
connections, teaching for memorisation or 
complex problems)…



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
There is a fairly even split in the fractions 
sections between:

‘answer only’ questions
‘open ended’ problems (e.g. 'How many 
ways can you...?')
‘no answer’ problems where the anchor 
problem is un-picked and explained with a 
variety of methods for solving it shown



Textbook Analysis: Vertical
Progression – the year 2 fractions chapter 
spends considerable time looking at 
developing understanding of fractions 
using an ‘area model’ (circles and 
rectangles) before introducing fractions 
on a number line and then finding 
fractions of a quantity.

This is not always the case in England –
see for example year 2 White Rose 
resources



Thematic analysis of video stimulated 
teacher interviews:
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…for me it’s the idea of that mathematical fluency 
coming out, the shift from the old style didactic teaching 
with the teacher stood at the front saying, ‘here is the 
rule of the day’.  The children are gaining ownership of 
emerging rules, the mathematical rules are coming 
almost through the children’s exploration, they are not 
explicitly being taught…



It’s revolutionised my teaching.  My subject knowledge 
is beyond anything it ever was.  I enjoy maths, I have an 
enthusiasm for maths and I think the depth of rehearsal 
I go through for my lessons, I would never, ever have 
had that freedom or time to do it if I didn’t have the 
textbooks…



…it is more about that facilitating learning.  You’re 
presenting the children with an opportunity, they come 
out with the outcomes themselves; the reasoning 
themselves.  There’s even less of a need for the children 
to be ability grouped… 



…I think with maths you’re continually learning.  You’re 
learning different ways; you’re learning different 
methods.  I know when I was at school it was all about 
conventions…so I think you’re always learning and your 
intelligence is not capped…and it’s a case of you are 
always learning, you’re increasing the amount of  
intelligence you have in maths…



Textbook Analysis - Contextual

How teachers are experiencing and mediating the 
textbook scheme: observations and teacher 

interviews
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Using the Textbook Scheme

Teacher perspectives:
Makes maths teaching more enjoyable…
Requires ongoing professional learning…
Reading it, discussing it with 
colleagues…lesson planning…
Using the images… or using the ideas and 
not the book…
Annotating a teacher copy from year to 
year as an evaluative record…



Using the Textbook Scheme:
concrete, pictorial, abstract
The textbook scheme supports teacher 
decisions around the use of concrete, 
pictorial and abstract representations –
appropriate manipulatives (practical 
concrete materials)



Using the Textbook Scheme:
Modification as back up

In the teacher’s first year with the 
textbook scheme - using little ‘work 
arounds’ to cover content or revise skills 
due to concerns about the scheme…



‘I think very much in the first year or the first 
couple of months working towards it, I followed it 
down to the T, and now I still will but I will have 
the confidence to use my teacher judgement in 
saying for my class this is a different resource, and 
my class don’t need this lesson right now, they’re 
not ready for it, this lesson will confuse them, 
however, this is a good lesson, it is relevant to the 
children just not yet.  So what I’ll do is, I’ll teach 
this unit first and then I’ll put that on two 
chapters down when it’s still relevant for them.’   

Veronica Stage 1 video stimulated recall teacher interview



Using the Textbook Scheme:
Modification as refinement
In the third year using knowledge of 
children and their progress to adjust 
support during exploration...or for 
example, expanding one lesson in the 
text into two …  



‘…it might be a case of you know the lesson 
approach says to show the picture and then 
use the objects…and maybe we want to tell the 
story and break the anchor task down into 
smaller steps.  So we might ask children rather 
to just look at the anchor task and do it with 
the concrete objects.  We might say ‘can you 
make this with the objects?’ then ‘present this 
with the objects’.  Break it down a bit more 
than what’s in the lesson approach…’

Patricia observation and teacher interview



Textbook as Scaffold for Planning:

Progression - Anchor problems - Intelligent 
practice – Guide for representations
More time to plan for how to teach lessons, 
planning for possible pupil responses…
Towards a more flexible use of the 
textbook, making amendments…
Supports a shifting emphasis away from 
correct answers and onto mathematical 
thinking…



Socialized by the Textbook?
‘What we usually do is look at the textbook first; 
decide what we think we should do and then look 
at the lesson approach and see if that’s in 
agreement to what we think and we’ve pretty 
much stuck to the lesson approach in the online 
teacher guidance…

We find the more we plan these lessons the more 
what we think we should do matches with the 
online approach.  You get used to kind of 
understanding the textbook and why the images 
and number sentences are there…’



Synthesis and Initial Tentative Findings
:
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Synthesis
• The textbook provides structure with an 

embedded pedagogy… however, teachers use 
professional judgment in interpreting this

• The textbook provides ample opportunity to 
learn both conceptual and procedural 
understanding and teachers find this useful
to develop their own knowledge

• The textbook is designed with careful 
progression and coherence and teachers use 
the textbook with this in mind



Conclusion
The provisional analysis suggests:
• Teachers find the textbook scheme 

convincing and view it as supporting 
teacher learning and making maths 
enjoyable to teach…

• The textbook scheme provides some 
scope for teacher autonomy in the 
exploring phase and through 
increasingly confident teacher 
amendments…
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